<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Instructional Strategies &amp; Activities</th>
<th>Homework</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday| **Objective 7-4:** Students will understand the turning points of the war on both the European and the Pacific fronts including Operation Overlord and the success of the “Island Hopping” strategy in the Pacific. | Class notes  
*Cartoon Sequencing – Italian Front*  
*Cartoon Analysis – Who’s Next* | Notebook, IN- Focus., WWW | Extended time, assignment folders, peer tutoring |
| Tuesday| **Objective 7-4:** Students will understand the turning points of the war on both the European and the Pacific fronts including Operation Overlord and the success of the “Island Hopping” strategy in the Pacific. | Class notes (cont)  
*Document Analysis – Ike, Failed landings*  
*Photo Analysis – D-day Landings* | Notebook, IN- Focus., WWW | Extended time, assignment folders, peer tutoring |
| Wednesday| **Objective 7-5:** Students will identify key leaders in World War II. Students will understand the causes and realities of the Holocaust. | Class notes  
*PowerPoint – Key leaders WWII*  
*Photo Analysis – Auschwitz, Holocaust Children* | Notebook, IN- Focus., WWW | Extended time, assignment folders, peer tutoring |
| Thursday | **Objective 7-5:** Students will identify key leaders in World War II. Students will understand the causes and realities of the Holocaust. | Class notes  
*Photo Timeline – Holocaust*  
*Map Analysis – Concentration Camps* | Notebook, IN- Focus., WWW | Extended time, assignment folders, peer tutoring |
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